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Abstract
In this article, a novel predictive controller based on a Bayesian inferring nonlinear model (BMPC) is presented
and analyzed. In the construction of the BMPC, the Bayesian inferring model is selected as the predictive model
with the characteristics of on-line tracing ability to the actual controlled object. The nonlinear programming
method called the steepest gradient is set as the receding horizon optimization algorithm of the BMPC. The
on-line controller output is obtained using this method. The convergence analysis of the proposed BMPC is
given and the examples (nonminimum phase and nonlinear objects) are selected to validate the performance of
the BMPC. The simulation results show that with the help of the presented BMPC algorithm, the closed loop
control system demonstrates the abilities of anti-disturbance and robustness.
Keywords: Bayesian predictive control, nonlinear system, modeling, receding horizon optimization
1. Introduction
The model predictive control (MPC) method, derived from the practice industrial application, has been widely
used in many industrial fields such as petroleum industry, chemical industry and pharmaceutical manufacturing
industry (Armando, 2013; Anders, 2013; Ali, 2012). The reason for the success of the MPC is that the MPC
method owns three characteristics, namely, predictive model, feedback correction and rolling optimization.
Among them, the predictive model is not limited to any special model framework. And any model, which can
provide the ability to predict the system output, all can be used as the predictive model. So the extensity of the
predictive model contributes to the research prosperity of the MPC (Aswani, 2013; Rodriguez, 2013; Giselsson,
2013).
The predictive model plays an essential role to the predictive accuracy of the MPC. In the past decades, the
theory of linear model predictive control based on linear predictive model has already been fully researched. But
in industrial control, the majority of controlled objects possess many kinds of nonlinear characteristic. So the
research of nonlinear model predictive control is very meaningful and practical. Until now, there is no uniform
model describing method for all kinds of nonlinear systems in nonlinear model predictive research. Commonly,
three design ideas are presented till now. The first idea is to make the nonlinear model linearization and then to
solve the problem based on the developed linear predictive model control method (Christofides, 2013; Lincoln,
2013; Tung, 2013). The second idea is to obtain the nonlinear system model using identification method and
converted the controller design problem into nonlinear programming issue. And then the control variable is
optimized with the aid of some receding horizon methods. The nonlinear first-principles modeling method is also
been used (Mesbah, 2010).
In the second research idea of nonlinear model predictive control, the fuzzy model and neural network (Xiangjie,
2013; Hazil, 2014; Karim, 2013) are two kinds of frequently used nonlinear models. But the designs of
membership functions and fuzzy rules all have a great influence on the predictive accuracy. In the design of
neural network model, the number of hidden layers and nodes and the dynamic or static neural structure are all
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determinedd by designer experience. A
All in all, the fuzzy model and neural neetwork are all preset and use the
obtained ddata sample to train the model structuure parameterrs. From anoother perspectiive, the nonlinear
characterisstics are exhibbited through tthe input and output data. S
So we should focus on the ddata directly in
n the
design of nnonlinear preddictive model.
The modelling method based on statisttical theory is a kind of direcct modeling soolution, which utilizes the sample
data to obttain the relatioonship betweenn the input annd output of thhe research sysstem. The Bayyesian Gauss neural
network bbased on Bayesian inferring method directly utilizes thee input and ouutput data to iidentify the sy
ystem
nonlinear relationship. The former research (Liuu, 2010) show
ws that the B
Bayesian Gausss neural network
demonstraates the on-linee modeling andd tracing abilities.
The novelty of this articcle is to presennt a kind of B
Bayesian modeel predictive coontroller (BMP
PC). The Bayesian
Gauss neuural network is selected as the predictive noonlinear model. And the design proceduress of the BMPC
C and
performannce analysis arre also given in details. Thhis article is oorganized as ffollows. Sectioon 2 describes the
structure oof the proposedd BMPC and ddetail design prrocedures of thhe BMPC. Secction 3 describbed the experim
ments
of the BM
MPC on the control of the noonminimum phhase and nonllinear objects. The results and discussion are
also given at section 4 annd 5. The concclusion is then presented at ssection 6 finallyy.
2. Design of Bayesian Model
M
Predicttive Controller
2.1 Structuure of the BMP
PC System
The abstraact structure off the Bayesian model predicttive control sysstem is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Struucture of Bayessian model preedictive controol system

The components of the BMPC system
m include fourr blocks of thee controlled obbject, Bayesiaan Gauss prediictive
model, moodel correctionn and nonlineaar programminng. u denotes the output off the controllerr at the moment of

k ; yr (k  d ) and yˆ(k  d ) are thee d th step reference inputt and system predictive ouutput respectiively.
y p ( k  d ) is the d

th

s corrected system outputt.
step

Because thhere are many disturbances iin actual indusstrial process ccontrol, the esttablished system model has much
m
uncertaintyy inevitably. Inn the design off predictive moodel control syystem, the uncertainty shouldd be corrected. The
correction method adoptts the followingg algorithm.
yr (k  d )  yˆ(k  d )  e(k )

(1)

ment of k . U
Using the correction method
d, the
Where e(k )  y(k )  yˆ (k ) denotes the predictive errror at the mom
m also enables the model prredictive contrrol to
uncertaintyy is compensaated to some extent and thiis mechanism
become a ffeedback contrrol system.
2.2 Bayesiian Gauss Preddictive Model
The Bayessian Gauss infferring model iis adopted as tthe nonlinear ppredictive moddel in this papeer. The structu
ure of
the Bayesiian Gauss infeerring model (Liu, 2010)is sshown in figurre 2. The inputt and output oof nonlinear sy
ystem
are denoteed as (u (i ), y (i )), i  1, 2..., N and N is thee maximum sam
mple number.
thh

At the k sample mom
ment, X k  [u ( k  1), u (k  2)),..., u ( k  m), y (k  1), y ( k  22),..., y ( k  n)] is the input vector
of the Bayyesian inferrinng model. m and n are thhe related coeefficients abouut the input annd output variables
respectivelly. Based on thhe bayesian formula and gauussian assumpttion, the abovee bayesian infeerring model ca
an be
realized thhrough the folloowing equations (Liu, 2010)).
N

ŷyˆ( k )   ( k ) 2   i2 y (i )
i 1
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(3)

i 1

 i2   02 e( X

k

 X i )T D ( X k  X i )

(4)

2
(5)
D  diag[ d112 , d 222 ,..., d mm
]
Where, in above equatioon, X i denotees the history Bayesian inpuut vector simillar to X k .  i iis variance varriable
according to the samplee vector X i . T
The D is calleed threshold m
matrix. D is ddiagonal matrixx ( mm  m  n  1 )
with the saame dimensionn as the numbeer of the elemeents of input veector X k .

The traininng algorithms of the Bayesiian inferring m
model are not the point of tthis article. Soo the details of
o the
algorithmss of the Bayesiian inferring m
model can be foound in the forrmer work (Liuu, 2010).

Figure 2. Illlustration of B
Bayesian inferrring model struucture
2.3 Recediing Horizon off Control Variaable
The most classical chaaracteristic of model predicctive control iis that the coontrol variablee u ( k ) shoulld be
obtained tthrough the onn-line recedinng horizon meethod. The obbjective functiion is selectedd as the following
formula.
P

M

j 1

i 1

J (k )   [ yr (k  j )  y p (k  d )]2   [U (k  i  1)]2

(6)

Where P and M denoote the predicttive and control time horizoons; U (k )  u (k )  u (k  1)) ; yr (k  i ) is the
moment of k and determinned by the following equatioon.
i th desireed system output at the time m
yr ( k  j )  c j y ( k )  (1  c i ) r ( k )

where r iis the referencce input signaal;
object.

c is

(7)

calledd flexible coefficient designned accordingg to the contrrolled

From the construction of the Bayesiian model preedictive controol, J ( k ) is thhe nonlinear ffunction abou
ut the
u (k  i ), i  1,..., M . Theerefore, the optimization of tthe control varriables is convverted to the m
minimization of
o the
60
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objective function J (k ) . Namely, in the feasible control field of [umin , umax ] , the optimization problem is to
obtain a feasible solution U *  [u * ( k ),..., u * ( k  M )]T to make the J ( k ) minimum. In the implementation of
control, only the u * ( k ) is used to act on the controlled object at the k time moment. Then at the time moment
k  1 , the optimization progress is repeated as the moment k . And in this way, the whole dynamic process of the
controlled object is optimized.
The above receding horizon of u * ( k ) belongs to the nonlinear programming problem with constraint
conditions. In this work, we choose the steepest gradient method as the receding horizon algorithm. Taking the
comprehensive consideration of the training of the Bayesian inferring predictive model and the working flow of
the BMPC, we give the implementation procedures of the BMPC method.
(1) Obtain the sample data of the controlled object. Determine the input and output vector of the Bayesian
inferring model. Utilize the PSO algorithm (Vahid, 2013; Cabrerizo, 2013) to train the parameters of the
threshold matrix D .
(2) Determine the width of the sliding window N and validate the on-line predictive ability of the obtained
Bayesian inferring model.
(3) Based on the trained Bayesian inferring model, the implementation of the BMPC is set as follows.
a) Obtain the current output y (k ) and then compute the Bayesian inferring model output yˆ ( k ) . The error
e ( k ) is computed as y ( k )  yˆ ( k ) .
b) Utilize the Bayesian inferring model to computer the yˆ(k  i ), i  1,..., P ; according to the formula 1,
compute the corrected predictive output y p ( k  i ) ; at the same time, compute the desired system output
yr (k  i ) according to the formula 7.
c) Use the steepest gradient method to solve the minimization of the objective function J ( k ) and the
optimized control variable u * ( k ) is obtained.
d) Take the u * ( k ) to implement on the controlled object. Then go to the step a) to continue the next
optimization procedure at the time moment k  1 .
3. Convergence Analysis of Bayesian Model Predictive Controller
The objective function J ( k ) is described as the vector form.

J (k )  [Yr  Yp ]T [Yr  Yp ]  U T U

(8)

where, Yr  [ yr ( k  1,..., yr ( k  P ))]T , YP  [ y p (k  1,..., yP (k  P))]T , U  [ U ( k ),..., U ( k  M  1)] .
Let E  Yr  YP , J ( k ) is the function about U . According to the steepest gradient method (Zhang, 2010), the
optimal control law is listed as follows.
U (k )T  U (k  1)T 


1 

E (k  1)T

E (k  1)
U (k )

(9)

where,  denotes the optimized step length,   0 .
According to the above formula
E (k  1)T

E (k  1)

 U (k )T
U (k )
1 

(10)

Obtain the one first order derivative of the J ( k )
J (k )
E (k  1) U (k )
U (k )
 2 E (k  1)T
 2U (k )T
k
U (k )
k
k

(11)

The approximation of the first order derivative is set as
J (k )
E (k  1) U (k )
U ( k )
 2 E (k  1)T
 2U (k )T
k
U (k )
k
k

Take the formula 10 into the above equation and the obtain the following formula
\begin{equation}
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2

(13)
|| U ( k ) ||2


In order tto ensure the convergence of the optim
mization algorithm, the objeective functionn J ( k ) shoulld be
non-increaasing function.. From the aboove analysis, J (k ) is satisfied. The convvergence of thee BMPC is pro
oven.

4. Simulattion Case Studies
To investiggate the perfoormance of thee Bayesian moodel predictivee controller, thhe experimentss are conducte
ed on
the closed loop control of
o two kinds oof controlled oobject, namely the nonminim
mum phase andd nonlinear objjects.
In the expeeriments, the control
c
effectivveness, anti-dissturbance abiliity and robust performance aare observed.
4.1 Descrip
iption of the Coontrolled Objeects
4.1.1 Nonm
minimum Phasse Object
In the fielld of electricaal systems, theere are many nnonminimum controlled objjects such as the thermal power
generationn systems, thee hydraulic geenerator system
m, etc. Becauuse of the larrge phase lag,, the nonminimum
systems arre hard to contrrol with the sloow response of system outpuut.
The nonminimum system
m with the folllowing transforrm function is chosen as the first experimeental object.
Y ( s) 

1  3.5s
U ( s)
(  1.75s )(1  8.5
(1
8 s)

(14)

4.1.2 Nonllinear Object
There are many kinds of nonlinear characteristicss in industriall process. The following ddifference equation
describes tthe second expperimental conntrolled object as a nonlinearr object example.
y (k )  (0.8  0.5e  y

2

( k 1)

) y (k  1)

2

(0.3  0.9e  y ( k 1) y (k  2))  u (k  1)  0.22u (k  2)  0.1u (k  1)u (k  2))  e(k )
where, e(k ) denotes thee white gaussiaan noise with zzero mean and variance valuee 0.04.

(15)

4.2 Simulaation Procedurres
4.2.1 Trainning and Testinng of Bayesiann Predictive M
Model
First, it is needed to obtaain the samplee data for the ttraining and testing of the Baayesian predicctive models. In the
experimennts, the controll variable u ( k ) adopts the oone mean and the variance vvalue 0.2 and tthe 1000 groups of
output sam
mple data y ( k ) are shown in figure 3. Thhe former 500 groups of datta are used forr the training of
o the
Bayesian ppredictive moddels and the neext 500 groupss of data are foor the validatioon of the prediictive effective
eness
of the trainned models.

Fiigure 3. Samplle data for systtem output
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In the offf-line training of the Bayesiian predictive models, the pparameters in the particle sw
warm optimization
algorithmss are selected as: the swarm
m number S  220, c1  0.5, c2  0.5 . The struucture of the bbayesian prediictive
model for the nonminim
mum phase objject is set as thhe input vectorr X  [u ( k ), u ( k  1), y ( k  11)]T and the output
y (k ) . Acccording to the choice of the structure, theree is 3 parametters needed to be optimized iin the thresholld D .
The structuure of the bayyesian predictivve model for tthe nonlinear ccontrolled objeect is selected as the input vector
be optimized.
X  [u ( k ), u ( k  1), y ( k  1), y ( k  2)]T and four paraameters in the tthreshold matrrix D are to b
After the ttraining of the particle swarm
m optimizationn, the thresholdd matrix D oof the Bayesiaan predictive model
m
for the noonminimum phhase object iss then obtaineed D  diag[266.5656, 23.42990, 79.4851] . And the thresshold
matrix D for the nonlinnear object is set as D  diaag[189.8301, 553.6387, 124.6788, 38.6437] . The width of
o the
sliding winndow N is seelected as 3. A
According to thhe next 500 grroups of testinng sample, thee on-line prediictive
output curvves are shownn in figure 4.

Figure 4. O
On-line predicction of Bayesiian inferring m
model
4.2.2 Bayeesian Model Prredictive Contrrol
In the secoond proceduree, the above obbtained Bayesiian predictive models are ussed to construcct the closed model
m
predictive control of thhe nonminimum
m object and the nonlinearr object. In thhe two closed loop controlss, the
reference ssignals are all constant valuee.
In the conttrol of the nonminimum systtem, the relevaant parameters are set as the ppredictive horiizon P  6, M  6
and the fleexible coefficieent c  0.6 . In order to obserrve the anti-dissturbance abiliity and robust performance of
o the
Bayesian model predictive control ssystem, the raandom disturbbances with aamplitude 0.1 are added at the
moments oof the k  60 and the k  120 .Then the ccontrol curve of the Bayesiaan model preddictive controller is
shown in ffigure 5.
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Figgure 5. Controll result of nonm
minimum phasse system baseed on BMPC
In the conttrol of the nonlinear object, tthe relevant paarameters are sset as the prediictive horizon P  6, M  6 and
the flexiblle coefficient c  0.4 . The raandom disturbaances with ampplitude 0.05 are added at tthe moments of
o the
k  60 annd the k  1200 . Then the coontrol curve off the Bayesian model predicttive controllerr is shown in figure
f
6.

Figure 6. Coontrol result off nonlinear sysstem based on B
BMPC

5. Results Analysis
From the above experim
ments, it can bbe seen that thhe training of tthe Bayesian ppredictive is vvery simple and the
parameterss needed to bee optimized aree merely the onnes in the threshold matrix D . When the B
Bayesian prediictive
model is uused for the on-line
o
predicction, it can capture the nonlinear characcteristics quickkly and have high
prediction accuracy. Thhe reason for its characteriistic is that thhe Bayesian ppredictive moddel can updatte its
structure uusing on-line saample data.
In the clossed loop of Baayesian modell predictive coontrol, the steeepest gradient method ensurees the converg
gence
ability of rreceding horizzon algorithm. Therefore, the control variaable U * at eveery step can obbtain the optim
mized
solution. F
From the analyysis of the exxperiments, thee Bayesian moodel predictivee control obtaains desired co
ontrol
effectiveneess. When thee closed controol system havee strong disturrbance, the Baayesian modell predictive co
ontrol
system alsso achieves staability becausee the Bayesiann predictive m
model can captture the nonlinnear characteristics
quickly.
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6. Conclusion
In this note, the Bayesian model predictive control system is designed based on the Bayesian inferring model.
The particle swarm optimization algorithm is used to the off-line training of the Bayesian inferring model. In the
on-line implementation of the Bayesian inferring model, the sliding window method is utilized to achieve the
structure updating so as to capture the nonlinear characteristics of system quickly. The receding horizon
optimization in the design of the Bayesian model predictive controller adopts the steepest gradient method,
which ensures the convergence ability of the proposed model predictive control algorithm. And the experiments
implemented on the nonminimum phase and nonlinear systems show that the Bayesian model predictive control
system owns good control effect, anti-disturbance ability and robust performance.
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